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LIST OF ABREVIATIONS 
API: Application Programming Interface 
BC: Blockchain 
CoC: Chain of Custody 
CPU: Central Processing Unit 
DSR: Design Science Research 
EOA: Externally Owned Account 
EPC: Electronic Product Code 
ERC: Ethereum Request for Comments 
EVM: Ethereum Virtual Machine 
IT: Information Technology 
IoT: Internet Of Things 
KYC: Know Your Customer 
PDO: Protected Designation of Origin 
PKI: Public Key Infrastructure 
PoC: Proof of Concept 
QR: Quick Response 
RFID: Radio-Frequency Identification 
SC: Smart Contract 
SCA: Supply Chain Actor 
SCM: Supply Chain Management  
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ABSTRACT 
Traceability is the ability to trace the origin, processing history, and the distribution of 
products in a Supply chain. In order to implement a complete traceability system, it is 
crucial to establish a chain of custody.  Chain of Custody is typically defined as a 
sequence of procedures that validates the ownership and control of products along the 
supply chain. In the current global marketplace supply chains can span a huge number 
of countries, cross many borders and require interoperation of a multitude of 
organizations. This vastness of supply chains impacts business competitiveness since 
it adds complexity and can difficult securing traceability (ability to trace product 
attributes), chain of custody (chronological sequence of control) and transparency. In 
this work it is proposed that assurance of chain of custody is a complete approach for 
organizations to be able to demonstrate traceability, provenance (proof of origin) and 
product integrity and compliance. Blockchain technology with its attributes of 
decentralization, transparency and immutability has been touted to revolutionize 
several industries, and most recently has been proposed for supply chain management 
(SCM). The present study reviews the published literature to find the aspects that 
influence the problem and then follows the Design Science Research Methodology to 
analyze the requirements and propose a solution to a more complete traceability in 
SCMs. The results of this thesis were architectural artifacts, including an Ethereum SC 
(Smart Contract) and a certificate-based authentication system. These deliverables 
would allow implementation of a supply chain system over the Ethereum Blockchain 
that can provide decentralized and trustful assurance of the provenance, chain of 
custody and traceability functionalities for the participants and consumers. 
KEYWORDS: Chain of Custody; Provenance; Traceability; Supply Chain; Blockchain; 
Ethereum, Smart contracts; Certificates; Design Science Research.   
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RESUMO 
Rastreabilidade é a capacidade de rastrear a origem, a história e a distribuição de 
produtos numa cadeia logística. Para implementar rastreabilidade completa, é crucial 
estabelecer uma cadeia de custódia, normalmente definida como uma sequência de 
procedimentos que valida a propriedade e o controle de produtos ao longo da cadeia 
de logística. No mercado atual globalizado, as cadeias de logística podem abranger 
um grande número de países e fronteiras e exigir a interoperabilidade de numerosas 
organizações. Esta vastidão e complexidade impacta a competitividade dos negócios 
e dificulta a segurança, e a transparência da cadeia de logística. A implementação da 
rastreabilidade é fundamental para que as organizações possam posteriormente 
demonstrar a rastreabilidade, proveniência e integridade e conformidade do produto. 
A tecnologia Blockchain, com os seus atributos de descentralização, transparência e 
imutabilidade, tem sido apontada como destinada a revolucionar vários setores, com 
aplicação ao gerenciamento de cadeias de logística. O presente estudo começa pela 
revisão da literatura publicada para encontrar aspetos que influenciam o problema e 
segue a Metodologia de Pesquisa de Projeto para analisar os requisitos e propor uma 
solução para um sistema de gestão de cadeia de logística com melhor rastreabilidade. 
Os resultados da tese são artefactos de arquitetura, incluindo um contracto inteligente 
para Ethereum e um sistema de autenticação baseado em certificados, que permitem 
a implementação de um sistema de cadeia de logística suportado em Ethereum 
Blockchain que providencia aos seus utilizadores e ao consumidor final, as 
funcionalidades de proveniência, rastreabilidade e cadeia de custódia.  
Palavras-chave: Cadeia de custódia; Proveniência; Rastreabilidade; Cadeia 
Logística; Ethereum Blockchain, Contratos Inteligentes; Certificados; Metodologia de 
Pesquisa de Projeto.   
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1 Introduction  
Blockchain (BC) is a recent technology that was first introduced with the Bitcoin 
cryptocurrency. However, BC is not only applicable to cryptocurrency and it can and is 
being applied in other applications. BC results from the combination of several other 
technologies namely cryptography algorithms, peer to peer networking, consensus 
algorithms and software programming. The adoption of this young technology has had 
its fair share of hype and according to some authors it is currently around the peak of 
the hype cycle as reported by O’Marah, K. (2017). More than creating the trend of 
cryptocurrency, BC (sometimes also called distributed ledger technology) proposes 
the following main features to any application: decentralization, trust, transparency, 
irrevocability, immutability and computational logic. According to many authors most 
of these features seem to make a perfect fit to supply chains since they support the 
key basic objectives of supply chains: quality, speed, dependability, cost and flexibility 
(Casey et al. 2017). In addition to the mentioned traditional supply chain objectives a 
recent duo of aspects:  traceability and provenance have gained more importance to 
allow the industries and customers to become assured of the products and processes 
sustainability (Kshetri, 2018). While it is common nowadays for logistics operators to 
accurately track packages at the transportation stages, that type of granularity is either 
lost or many times not possible at all stages of the supply chains since they have 
become much more complex, interorganizational and international spanning (Kim et 
al., 2018). This loss of provenance information creates much impact in sustainability 
and compliance efforts so the current focus on traceability has become crucial. 
Traceability permits the optimization of supply chains which has always been one of 
the most preeminent topics for businesses as it influences highly a firm’s success. The 
optimization of the supply chain is then the main driving reason that has led some 
companies to make trials for Supply Chains using BC for traceability. Such is the case 
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with Maersk – tracking global shipping, Alibaba – reduce food fraud, Lockheed Martin 
– improve cybersecurity,  Everledger – implement diamonds and wine certificates, 
Walmart – monitor pork produce in China, Modum – safe drug delivery, Intel – track 
seafood supply chain, Bext360 – bring transparency into the coffee bean supply chain 
(as reported in Kshetri,2017). The initial target of this work was to learn as much as 
possible on the BC technology which evolved to analyze the current state of the art in 
supply chain implementations over BC and select the most important aspects related 
to traceability to be able to propose a solution to the traceability problem. This thesis 
proposes that in order to effect true traceability a complete approach is to connect both 
the Supply Chain Actors (SCAs) and products identifications using digital certificates. 
The BC will be used to manage the traceability and validation of the identities. In order 
to handle the importing and verification of certificates another existing architecture – 
WalliD1 (as defined in Tavares, M., et al - 2018) has been selected to be reused by the 
proposed solution. In order to create, validate the certificates and setup the chain of 
trust an appropriate PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) was designed as part of the 
proposal. To better understand the problem and apply the solution an example was 
taken from a real food supply chain that uses provenance certificates. In summary this 
thesis work aims to provide a concrete answer to the supply chain traceability problem 
for the use case of certifiable actors and products. The answer is a complete 
traceability system that provides both SCAs and the customers the highest level of 
traceability by assuring provenance, chain of custody and traceability verifiability and 
visibility to the SCAs and customers. The solution proposal consists of a set of artifacts 
(architecture diagrams and workflows, Ethereum SC and a PKI infrastructure) that 
followed the DSR methodology. 
 
1 WalliD product: https://wallid.io/  
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2 Literature Review 
In order to understand the historical and technological details of the BC technology 
and the possible business and technological applications to supply chains a 
comprehensive study and literature review was conducted. 
2.1 Business adoption aspects 
2.1.1 Business adoption value drivers  
According to Angelis et al. (2019) the adoption of BC is promoted by the value it creates 
for firms. Four value drivers were identified in their study for the adoption of BC. The 
first is the decrease in transaction cost both in financial sense and by eliminating the 
need for a central authority and middlemen. This value driver statement assumes that 
the adoption of BC was already performed however this might not be the case if we 
take into account the complete implementation cost of a BC system. The second value 
driver is via the introduction of SCs (Smart Contracts) that allows for creating rules 
knowledge and establishment of trust between unknown parties. This value driver 
endows the ledgers with business logic and allows to leverage the possibility of 
integration with other IT (Information Technology) systems added value. The third is 
the introduction of Distributed Applications (also referred by DApps) that allow for new 
parties to be incorporated into firm’s functions without the organization’s direct control 
lowering the organizational barriers to service innovativeness. Finally, the adoption of 
BC together with other emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence and 
Internet of Things (IoT) could allow for increased productivity. The increase productivity 
would come via automatic decision systems and reduction of overhead in 
micromanaging systems and stocks.  
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2.1.2 Business adoption topics  
According to Hughes et al. (2019) there are four important features managers need to 
consider in the analysis of adoption of BC: the implementation of a trust engine via the 
BC consensus protocol, the higher uptime since no single point of failure exists, the 
adoption of immutability for the records and the transaction speed variability. The last 
point can be problematic since the speed of transactions depends on the BC 
implementation from 7 transactions per second in the case of Bitcoin to 3000 
transactions per second in the case of EOS2. Angelis et al. (2019) propose a structured 
framework of four questions that firms should answer to access the feasibility and 
impacts of BC in their business. The questions proposed in the study were: “What kind 
of value is sought?” (Angelis et al. 2019, p. 311) – that is which of the value drivers 
and features of BC are crucial to the organization. “Is it a feasible and viable option to 
adopt the technology” (Angelis et al. 2019, p. 312) – the firm needs to identify a strong 
expected benefit and there is access to sufficient IT knowledge to deploying the 
selected BC solution. “Why is BC preferable to a centralized ledger?” (Angelis et al. 
2019, p. 312) – this means that the benefits of having a decentralized ledger should 
be valued against than the risks of data ownership, transaction time and susceptibility 
to the 51% or majority attacks. “What combination of technologies align with pursued 
value?” (Angelis et al. 2019, p. 312) – That is the firm has to define which features of 
BC it will use in combination with the existing IT systems. 
2.1.3 BC adoption obstacles 
Morkunas et al (2019) discussed and listed the BC adoption problems. At the top of 
the list was the general perception that BC operations are slow and costly compared 
with other centralized transaction systems. This perception issue however does not 
 
2 EOS BC proposal is to emulate the attributes of a real computer: https://eos.io/ 
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translate into reality since there is no comparable technology that provides the same 
set of properties of trust, decentralization, programmability and immutability. The 
correct approach should be to only choose to apply and implement BC to problems 
that require its very specific capabilities and strengths and not to blindly try for BC to 
replace all existing systems. Additionally, the costs imputed to BC generally include 
the total implementation costs against other competing and more mature technologies 
which is not favorable to BC (due to its novelty) requires costlier IT skills, expertise and 
hardware. The next obstacle is that several news on BC trading platform data breaches 
have been reported which contrasts with the expectation (and requirement) for data 
security and integrity in IT systems. Finally, the last main adoption obstacle is that no 
standardization exists. The current state is there exist more than 6,6K active BC 
projects (and growing) all based on some different implementation of consensus 
protocol or coding language which difficult the integration between architectures and 
organizations. Nonetheless, some of these obstacles seem to be possible to overcome 
by recent initiatives. In what regards performance several new consensus mechanisms 
are being developed (e.g. such as Ripple, R3, Stellar reported by Morkunas et al 
(2019) that reduce processing time from seconds to milliseconds. Also, two main 
standardization efforts have appeared: Enterprise Ethereum Alliance3 with more than 
600 members and Hyperledger foundation4 with over 250 organizations. The cost and 
complexity of BC are also decreasing via the appearance of major IT firms template 
BC commercial offerings (Amazon, IBM and Microsoft5). 
 
3 EEA is a member-led industry organization to drive adoption of Ethereum: https://entethalliance.org/ 
4 Hyperledger is a Linux Foundation sponsored open source BC effort: https://www.hyperledger.org/ 
5 As reported in: https://franciskim.co/blockchain-as-a-service-azure-vs-aws-vs-ibm/ 
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2.2 Supply chain aspects 
According to Chang et al. (2019) BC adoption in Supply Chain Management (SCM) is 
expected to boom over the next 5 years and is one of the BC applications with more 
growth potential where the market is estimated to grow at a compound annual growth 
rate of 87%. What follows is a literature review summary of the main aspects 
influencing BC and SCM adoption.  
2.2.1 BC aspects impacting Supply Chains  
According to Litke et al. (2019) there are several BC features that offer tradeoffs in 
SCM. Scalability may be improved since all actors participate in a common ledger 
without a single point of interaction. There may also be a performance increase 
measurable in a reduced time for assurance of transaction verification compared to 
centralized and escrow services (e.g.  bank payment liquidity or manual verification of 
a bill of lading) and also possible due to automatic execution of contracts. The 
consensus mechanism provides trust to all actors in the chain. Offers privacy since 
although the transactions are verified the actor’s identity might be kept private via the 
addressing scheme. Location dependency becomes more flexible by effectively 
allowing to make transactions autonomous from country regulations and laws. 
Reduced cost by allowing faster payments and with SCs allowing for faster dispute 
resolution. Wang et al (2019) summarize the generic benefits of BC to SC in 3 main 
topics: improvement of SC visibility, ensuring secure information sharing and trust, 
increased operational effectiveness. 
2.2.2 BC Benefits to SCAs 
Perboli et al. (2018) used a lean approach to design real world use cases that combine 
BC and SC. In their analysis there are specific benefits to each actor in the supply 
chain: Producer, Transporter, Distributer/Warehouse, Final user/customer. For the 
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Producer the value propositions of BC are the improvement of production planning and 
certification via Enterprise resource planning (ERP) integration, introducing Stock 
Keeping Unit (SKU) certificates into BC and the reduction of the bullwhip effect 
(improving supply chain visibility allows for increased production requirements 
accuracy). For the Distributor the visibility of the whole supply chain allows for better 
inventory update and the reduction of counterfeit, theft, wrong delivery, product recalls, 
paperwork and the increase in ease of compliance. For the Transporter/Carrier the 
benefits are the forecast improvement and the time slot reservation by using more real 
time information on the actual state of the product location and processing phase. For 
the final User the benefits depend on the segment: Business-to-Business or Business-
to-consumer. Regarding the first, it will benefit more of easier stock management and 
expiration/recall management while the later will benefit more in better brand value by 
providing the consumer better health protection and more transparent sustainability or 
compliance claims. 
2.2.3 BC adoption path in supply chains 
Dobrovnik et al. (2018) propose an adoption path for BC in supply chains and logistics. 
They propose that companies first focus on single use cases to minimize risks of 
adoption and to start with proof on concepts that require little coordination with 3rd 
parties and that allow for IT skills to be developed and learn the technology nuances. 
Specifically, they mention the use case of reconciling multiple companies’ internal 
databases since it is a contained problem that brings major benefits. The second 
proposed adoption approach it to tackle the transactions across boundaries as, in 
example, reducing the paperwork by migrating the bills of lading (responsibility 
ownership documents used in shipping industry) into BC. Thirdly they recommend 
focusing on replacing functionalities that do not require that end users significantly 
change their behavior. As an example, replacing paper certificates in the diamond 
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industry. Finally, the introduction of new business models or new logics of value 
creation over BC, as for example using SCs to prioritize air corridors. 
2.2.4 Problems and challenges of SC over BC 
A particularly challenging aspect for supply chains over BC has been reported by 
Weber et al. (2016) and is the latency and latency variance. In a public Ethereum 
platform the average latency for a modeled supply chain scenario is about 23s. This 
problem however is reported to be mitigated in a private customized BC with average 
latency around 2.8 seconds. Another answer to the low performance problem of BC is 
advanced by Xu et al. (2019). Their study focused on providing traceability assurance 
via improving certificate traceability systems. These systems receive the certificates 
issued by inspection authorities (that verify the quality and originality of the products) 
and store and expose them to other interested parties for accountability purposes. The 
authors proposed and implemented a proof of concept that moved the centralized 
certificate traceability system to a decentralized system over BC in order to avoid the 
risk of tampering by unreliable employees or firms. Their answer to the lower 
performance problem is that it is acceptable in this use case since the number of 
certified suppliers and products is low and therefore acceptable. Another problem that 
undermines the effectiveness of supply chains over BC is that the number of 
stakeholders in global supply chains tend to undermine any traditional type or 
mechanism for enforcing security. Xu et al. (2018) in their work proposed to enhance 
the security of said supply chains via the binding of the physical and cyber worlds using 
certificates for both employees, devices and products that are responsible to enter and 
check the product data in the supply chain.  
In order to understand which functionalities are required for SCAs it is important to 
define their reported weaknesses and limitations. From the presented review of 
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literature of Supply chain aspects resulted the list of SCA limitations and problems 
which are presented in Table 1- SCA problems (see Annex 2 - SCA problems). 
2.3 Traceability aspects 
After the literature review it became clear that there the main problem in SCM and the 
one that emerged as the most interesting candidate for a solution with the adoption of 
BC was: assuring traceability. What follows is a summary of the literature review on 
traceability aspects that necessitate BC and the derived conceptual framework for 
implementing a SCM with more complete traceability. 
2.3.1 BC application in SCM 
Wang et al. (2019) conducted a series of interviews with supply chain experts and 
provided a supply chain challenges frame where the experts indicated the areas where 
they expected BC might penetrate. The areas at the top of the list were “providing 
visibility and traceability to stakeholders”, followed by “disintermediation” and 
“simplification, digitalization and optimization of SCM operations in a global context”. 
The areas where the experts perceived more challenges to BC usage in SCM were 
“cultural, procedural, governance and collaboration issues” and “cost, privacy, legal 
and security issues”. Dobrovnik et al. (2018) in their analysis to identify the potential 
BC application in logistics followed the Roger’s innovation framework which comprises 
5 dimensions: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and 
observability. In the result of this analysis the following topics related with traceability 
emerged as the primary factor in three of the dimensions. In the dimension of relative 
advantage, the major factor was provenance - prove that products originate from 
safe/sustainable sources. In the dimension of compatibility, the major factor was more 
accurate info in movements and time of delivery of products. In the dimension of 
observability, the most important issue was allowing to make more effective the 
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tracking of fleet and vehicle performance history. Montecchi et al. (2018) make the 
case that supply chain transparency leads to provenance knowledge which will result 
in the reduction of perceived risks for the consumer and SCAs. According to the 
authors customers perceive risk when there is information that is not shared with them 
and this influences their perceived purchase decisions and attitudes towards the 
brands. By improving supply chain transparency and especially improving the 
provenance visibility aspect of products the participating firms can increase customer 
trust and reduce the perception of risk. In summary BC can offer powerful solutions to 
enhance customer provenance knowledge by tracing origin, certifying authenticity, 
tracking the custody and verifying the integrity of products.  
2.3.2 Traceability conceptual framework  
Many different aspects of traceability have already been mentioned and it is then 
important to provide clear definitions and context to their use and relationship to supply 
chains in order to have a conceptual framework on how to build a SC with more 
complete traceability. As mentioned by John G. Keogh6, GS1 supply chain industry 
expert with 35 years of experience in the SC field the terms Provenance, Traceability 
and Chain of Custody (CoC) are often misused but their understanding and 
differentiation provides a stepwise framework on how to understand and approach 
traceability network.  
Provenance: Even before BC was developed it had already been identified that 
provenance management was a cross-cutting “hard” problem in science, industry and 
society. In Cheney et al. (2009) provenance was defined as the metadata about the 
origin, context and history of change of origin in associated objects and processes. In 
order to assure provenance, there has to be some metadata that identifies the item 
 
8Described in “Blockchain, Provenance, Traceability & Chain of Custody”: https://bit.ly/2LaJ6x7   
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and its geographic characteristic and some functionality that transmits that information 
along the supply chain.  At the time of the rise of the web and search engines it seemed 
that it was possible to make the claim that all metadata could be indexed, and 
provenance could be assured. However, several problems with the reality of 
provenance in SCM were pointed out: provenance was incomplete, unreliable, 
insecure, heterogeneous, difficult to integrate and non-portable across systems. At the 
time no real complete solution for provenance assurance was possible although the 
combination of sematic web and detailed causal graphs was suggested as a path 
forward. In order to make evident the difference of applying BC to the provenance 
problem Montecchi et al. (2019) used the slogan “It’s real, trust me” and proposed a 
framework where the traceability, certifiability, trackability and verifiability aspects of 
BC are set to contribute to increase provenance knowledge. This increase in 
provenance knowledge comes from providing provenance assurances: origin tracing, 
authenticity certification, custody tracking and integrity verification. These will in turn 
benefit firms by reducing business risks (real or perceived) which can be further 
categorized in physical, performance, social, psychological and financial risks. 
Chain of custody - According to GS1 (2017) - chain of custody or cumulative tracking 
in the context of a supply chain is a time-ordered registry of the sequence of parties 
who take physical custody of an object or collection of objects as it moves through a 
supply chain network. Chain of custody historically comes from legal requirement 
perspective to provide proof of the tracking process. In highly regulated sectors (such 
as food, arms and drugs) chain of custody is critical and serves as the basis of both 
provenance and traceability assurance. According to Alliance, I. S. E. A. L. (2016) - 
global membership association for credible sustainability standards - the key 
propositions of a chain of custody system are to: identify the origin of a product (final 
or intermediate), ensure a custodial sequence along the supply chain, ensure that a 
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certified product matches the certification characteristics, link, monitor and protect a 
claim at a certain stage of the chain with a claim at another point of the chain and finally 
to improve transparency. ISEAL proposes several custody models where the choice 
of the model depends on the claims the system or the actors wish to make. The models 
(in decreasing order of connectivity with a certain provenance claim) are identity 
preservation, segregation, mass balance overview and certificate trading. 
Traceability has been defined in many different standards (EU Regulation (EC) No 
178/2002, ISO 9000:2015, FAO CODEX Alimentarius CXG 60-2006) and it can be 
summarized by: “the origin of materials and parts, the processing history, and the 
distribution and location of the product after delivery”. Traceability comes from a 
business requirement perspective of tracking the movement of products and when 
origin information is preserved it is said to include provenance information. According 
to the most recent GS1 Global Traceability Standard, V2.07 these traceability concepts 
(Provenance, Traceability and CoC) when implemented correctly can be used to 
provide different levels of traceability functionality in supply chains. According to 
Sermpinis et al. (2018) there are two types of traceability: forward traceability the ability 
to find the locality at any point of the supply chain and backward traceability which is 
the ability to find the origin of any product given certain search criteria. Providing 
traceability is important for the food industry as is recommended8 by the European 
Parliament in GMOs and GM free products. In order to provide traceability using BC in 
supply chains an approach is to tokenize the goods and use Smart Contracts (SCs) to 
model their transformation (Westerkamp et al., 2019). The BC in SCM traceability 
model has also been considered for risk management when supporting a Hazard 
Analysis and Critical Control Points System (HACCP) as described by Rahmadika et 
 
7 Latest GS1 standard at: https://www.gs1.org/standards/traceability/traceability/2-0 
8 EU traceability recommendations at: https://ec.europa.eu/food/plant/gmo/traceability_labelling_en  
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al. (2018). BC enabled traceability using SCs is also well adapted to the post supply 
chain and has been proposed in a Product Ownership Management System (POMS) 
that detects counterfeits via combining the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
product tags with a Ethereum BC system as described by Toyoda et al. (2017).  
2.3.3 GS1 Traceability data 
The already mentioned GS1 V2.0 standard proposes to make the bridge between 
physical products and their digital counterparts. According to GS1, traceability data 
that can be collected can be defined to answer the following five questions at each 
point of any business process role. “Who” – is typically identified by a Global Location 
Number (GLN) code (constituted by Company Prefix, Location Reference and Check 
Digit). “What” – can be a combination of identifiers based on Global Trade Identification 
Number (GTIN) with increased traceability granularity: class-level (GTIN), lot-level 
(GTIN + batch/lot ID - Identification) or instance level (GTIN + serial ID). When in 
transport process the GTIN may be coupled with the Serial Shipping Container Code 
(SSCC) – this is a pallet IDs that is created in during packing (by the shipping party) 
and loses the context and value after receipt by (the receiving party). “Where” – is 
typically identified by a GLN but can be extended by a GLN extension component to 
identify internal locations within a site, the Serial GLN (SGLN). “When” can be 
answered via a time stamp which should include date and time (including time zone 
and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time offset). Finally, “Why” should state the 
role of the party in the chain.  The typical roles are harvesting, manufacturing, shipping, 
transporting, receiving and selling. Some additional information might be added if 
shipping is required: Global Shipment Identification Number (GSIN) or Global 
Identification Number for Consignment (GINC) when a bill of lading requires that the 
logistic unit has common delivery or shipping.  
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2.3.4 Types of traceability networks 
Besides the type of traceability information, it is also possible to categorize the type of 
information sharing across the supply chain. GS1 defines four types of traceability 
networks in a supply chain.: the “one up-one down network” whereby the traceability 
information is compartmentalized and shared only with the neighbor. The “cumulative 
tracking network” where information is encapsulated downstream the supply chain in 
a “Russian doll” process. This type of network is driven by regulations and was usually 
applied to preserving CoC information in traditional supply chain networks. The “single 
source database network” where all participants use a database (or even an ERP 
system) and supply it with the traceability information that is required. This network 
applies more to limited communities and suffers from centralization and lack of 
transparency and scalability problems. The last type is the most recent, the “distributed 
information sources” where actors in the supply chain network provide traceability 
information in a Peer to peer fashion (e.g. supported by BC). So as explained by 
Martindale et al. (2018) the BC brings about a different type of traceability model. From 
the traditional “Regulation mediated transparency model” to the “Technology mediated 
transparency model” where any type of traceability information can be supported 
across the network in a decentralized and replicated fashion.  
2.3.5 SCM over BC state of the art 
The literature review search for the state of the art on supply chain implementations 
with traceability over BC, revealed some publications that try to solve one or several 
aspects of the problem and that make concrete proposals for a solution. Xu et al. 
(2018) present a proposal for maritime cargo transportation (work conducted under a 
grant of the US department of Homeland Security) that addresses the problem 
maintaining the chain of custody that leads to cargo losses due to theft and a high 
burden in cargo inspections. Their proposal advances the idea of using digital identities 
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for employees (in all subsidiaries involved in the shipping process) and the cargo 
tracking devices where all are signed by government agencies and trusted CAs. In this 
way they bind the registration of digital information with the physical world and thus 
resolve the chain of custody problem. Toyoda et al. (2017) focused on providing value 
to the post supply chain by proposing a Product Ownership Management System 
(POMS) that combats counterfeiting. The main problem they tackle is the cloning of 
RFID tags that allows for counterfeits to be introduced to the supply chain. Their 
proposal is based on implementing four functionalities over BC: authentication of 
legitimate producers, enrollment of products in SCM only by legitimate producers, 
maintaining the chain of custody during transfer of ownership in a two-step approach 
and advancing an incentive mechanism for the other SCAs to follow the proposal. At 
the post supply chain, the user can verify the current ownership of the product he buys, 
and this become assured of no counterfeiting. Westerkamp et al. (2019) propose to 
address the traceability maintenance across the supply chain using a lightweight 
implementation of the OpenZeppelin9 ERC72110 tokenization of the products. ERC721 
(as is ERC20) are defined contract interfaces for the implementation of tokenized 
entities inside a SC. In ERC721 the token is non-fungible meaning it is unique and not 
exchangeable with another token. Another distinguishing characteristic of this proposal 
is that the transformation aspect is taken into account where a set of tokens can be 
used as input by a factory SCA to be transformed to another set of output tokens thus 
maintaining the traceability in this use case. The proposal defines a set of actions that 
are available to each SCA including the addition of products certificates to be stored 
inside SCs. It is proposed that the product certificates can be associated to the product 
tokens in 2 ways: either a certifier SC that holds all references to certified product 
 
9 Available at: https://bit.ly/2OtQPZ9  
10 ERC (Ethereum Request for Comment) are Ethereum standards: https://eips.ethereum.org/erc  
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tokens – would require compliance with the defined token reference and the defined 
architecture details, or a certificate SC that would hold the certificate information but 
would increase processing or storage overhead.   
3 Research Methodology 
The choice of methodology was Design Science Research (DSR) defined by Hevner 
et al. (2004) which is fundamentally a proactive problem-solving paradigm with the 
objective to create, apply and evaluate useful artifacts that have as objective to forward 
the human business and social capabilities in the context of information and 
management systems. This research project follows the DSR methodology since the 
aim of this work is to help solving the known difficult problem of providing complete 
traceability in supply chains for both the SCAs and the consumers. The DSR requires 
that the result of applying the methodology are artifacts and these can be defined either 
as constructs, models, methods or instantiations. In order to support DSR and to make 
sure that DSR is well carried Hevner et al. (2004). established a set of 7 rules or 
guidelines: (1) problem relevance, (2) research rigour, (3) design as a research 
problem, (4) design as an artifact, (5) design evaluation, (6) research contributions and 
(7) communication of the research. Details on the DSR methodology can be read in 
Hevner, A., & Chatterjee, S. (2010). In this thesis the process of investigation was 
literature review, definition of problems and requirements, definition of architecture and 
functionality, interview with use case SCAs, production of artifacts, application of use 
case and finally an interactive review of artifacts. The produced artifacts were a system 
architecture, the BC SCs required to support it, a PKI and digital certification scheme. 
It is important to clarify that within the principles of DSR this proposed solution is still 
subject of further reviews and improvements and also it is not a final implementation 
that can be deployed live. 
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3.1 Research objective 
This research proposal intends to address the traceability problem by formulating a 
solution that leverages existing BC functionalities and certificate validation 
architectures and allows SCAs to gain confidence and verifiable knowledge on a 
product’s traceability in a decentralized manner. In order to provide context and guide 
the analysis and design of the solution an alimentary traceability case study has been 
selected and studied. The research problem then can be formulated as follows: “How 
to implement a supply chain traceability system using a certificate validation 
architecture using blockchain?”. 
3.2 Research questions 
The research problem can be partitioned into the following specific research questions: 
(1) “What are the relevant attributes and functionality that have to be considered to 
implement complete traceability in Supply Chain?”. (2) “What is an applicable 
architecture to implement a traceability system using certificates?”, (3) “What are the 
required smart contracts and their functionality to implement the Supply Chain 
System?”,(4) ”Understand and define the required functionality for business logic to 
import and retrieve ID and certificates into the SC system”, (5) ”How to validate the ID 
data and certificates”, (6) “How the end user can validate the certificates at the post 
supply chain?”, (7) “How can this system apply to a alimentary supply chain (case 
study)?” 
3.3 Guideline application 
In this proposal the DSR guidelines defined above were applied as follows. Regarding 
the first guideline it was clear in via the review of literature that SC traceability is one 
of the most important topics to all organizations that work in a SC that have to certify 
the provenance and chain of custody of certified products. The proposed artifacts for 
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the solution have to support the implementation of a system that can help businesses 
and end users to find and verify associations between the product and its certificate in 
each step of the supply chain. This association will allow all actors to further process 
this data to make or verify claims on the products certificate properties. For businesses 
this will allow to detect problems on the certificate and the supply chain management 
(be it fraud, losses, failure of integrity) and for end user to assure that his purchase is 
compliant to the stated certificate. The second and fourth guidelines to be applied are 
the rigor and the artifact itself. The architecture design artifacts will follow good 
architecture guidelines as defined by Martin, R. C. (2017). The Smart Contract will 
have to follow described SC patterns by Bartoletti et al. (April 2017) and Antonopoulos 
et al. (2018) and is to be defined in solidity code that can be compiled into Ethereum 
bytecode. The third guideline that applies to this problem is Design as a Research 
Problem. Here the heuristic search strategy is performed by conducting a wide range 
literature review on the subject and collecting inputs form field specialists to find a 
solution that follows the state of the art and is as close to implementation as possible 
according to the available time. The fifth guideline is to make an evaluation of the 
artifacts. During this study the artifacts were reviewed via one round of review process 
with two focus groups of specialists one for each area: BC architecture and solidity 
(WallId team) and the PKI infrastructure (engineering specialist with experience in the 
technology). From each review improvements were incorporated into the final artifacts. 
The sixth guideline is research contribution and this study proposes a model for a 
system that combines certificate management and supply chain management over BC 
– which according to the literature review performed is unique. The seventh guideline 
will be this study itself that will be written with the additional goal of conveying all the 
research aspects and results in an accessible form to both management and 
technology audiences. 
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4 Results 
4.1 Analysis of requirements 
Based on the review of literature the SCM problems related to traceability are access 
control, impersonation, counterfeiting, theft and wrongful delivery, uniqueness of 
products, visibility, product recalls and brand value. Also according to the review of 
literature to solve these problems it was found to be crucial to improve the 3 aspects 
of the defined traceability conceptual framework: provenance (metadata about the 
origin and associated objects, processes and users), traceability (ability to trace the 
history, application or location of an object) and the chain of custody (time-ordered 
sequence of parties with physical custody of an object). The state-of-the-art literature 
review of SCM over BC provided indications on the required functionalities to 
implement more complete traceability namely:  
• Manage the SCA access authorization via a certification mechanism;  
• Bind the physical and digital worlds by restricting access to supply chain product 
data only to certified actors and devices;  
• Use of a lightweight tokenization of products for representation of the products.  
• Allow the import of certificates and verify the true identity of both SCAs and 
products using said certificates;  
• Allow for certification data to be univocally linked with the SCAs and product 
tokens;  
• Allow processing and transfer of ownership procedures while maintaining the 
identity chain of custody and respective certificate linkages;  
• Reduce supply chain perceived risks in the post supply chain by allowing the 
customers to view certification information; 
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So, in order to verify a digital identity and ensure that only that participant, device or 
product can use that identity is an essential functionality that is required in supply 
chains that implement traceability. This functionality has 3 parts: being able to verify 
the digital signature, being able to verify the certificate of a CA has the correct attributes 
and that the participant is the correct owner of the certificate. This functionality was 
translated to a requirement to setup a PKI involving the SCAs, the CAs and their 
certified products. According to the literature review it was also possible to summarize 
the required attributes for a SCM with more complete traceability with verifiable: “user 
identity” (SCA ID and certificate), “product identity” (Product ID and certificate), 
“transfer of custody” (two-sided verification of SCA and product IDs), “uniqueness” 
(ledger of unique product IDs, “location of products” (geographic reference), and 
“timestamp of operations”. From the required functionality and attributes, it was 
possible to select a supporting applicable technology and derive the corresponding 
improvement of the traceability aspect. The summary of this analysis is presented in 
Table 2 (see Annex 3 - Requirements).  
4.2 Proposed functionality 
This proposal uses both digital cryptographic certificates to establish SCA and product 
identity and authenticity inside/post the supply chain. The digital representation of 
supply chain products is supported by a lightweight tokenization of the products and 
their associated processes in a SC. However, in this proposal the certificates are only 
linked to the tokens and there is minor increase of BC storage and cost for the import 
and validation of the certificates in the SCM. To implement the previously defined 
requirements a set of SCM traceability functions were defined to be implemented in 
the Ethereum SC (with the business logic). The SCAs can operate the SCM by calling 
the SC functions according to Figure 1 which presents also the mapping of each 
function to the SCA that can call it. 
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Figure 1 - Proposed functionality 
A. Register SCA – Any authorized SCA can register itself with the Supply Chain SC. 
In order to register a SCA must provide proof of its identity that has been made with 
the governmental or supply chain organizational entities. The objective is to provide 
decentralized authentication and avoid impersonation of the SCA. The SCA ID 
certificates are stored via function H. and validated via function I. (reusing WallId 
architecture).  
B. Register Product - Any previously authorized SCA can register a product token 
with the Supply Chain Smart Contract. The objective is to allow for the minimum set of 
attributes to support traceability stored in BC (SC storage). The selected product 
attributes are the EPC, quantity, geolocation, ownership, custody state and if a 
certificate was provided. The addition of a product certificate is optional so the supply 
chain could if required operate with no product certificates but still provide product 
traceability with validated SCAs. The product certificate is imported in a storage 
provider (a specific role in the WalliD architecture) in the same way as for the SCA 
certificate and that SCA will remain the product certificate owner. 
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C. Get/Set Product Attributes – for an owned product it is possible to get/set some 
of the product token attributes namely: ownership, location and custody state.  
D. Get Product Certificate – the current SCA product owner can request the SCA 
product certificate owner to retrieve the certificate from StoreId Provider and provide it 
to the Certificate Validator (SCM Manager). The certificate will then be available in the 
Certificate Validator website for the current SCA Owner to view. It shall also be possible 
for the consumer to use the SCM Manager as proxy to request to view the product 
certificate. This is the only SCM functionality that is provided to non SCAs (via SCM 
Manager proxy). 
E. Transform Product – A SCA with transformation role can transform an existing 
product, copy the existing product attributes to a new product (new EPC) thus updating 
the inventory of products. 
F. Transfer ownership to– A SCA with ownership of a product can tentatively change 
ownership to the a SCA (destination address is set), waiting for other SCA to commit 
(logistics handoff).  
G. Receive ownership from-The previous process is only complete when the receiver 
SCA calls “Transfer ownership from” and the sender and receiver BC address are 
verified.  
H. Import ID and Certificates (operates over WalliD SC and architecture) – These 
functions operate using events that are sent by the SC in 2 occasions: when a SCA 
registers and when a product certificate is added. Both events initiate a sequence of 
actions from the SC to the SCA that has the certificate (see Figure 14 – Import 
certificate architecture in Annex 5 - Certificate import and validation) and ends when 
the certificates are stored in “Store Provider” and validated in SC by “Certificate 
Validator”. 
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I. Provide ID and Certificates for validation (operates over WalliD SC and 
architecture) – These functions operate using the events “perform KYC” / ”perform 
KYP” subsequent to the previous import. KYC (Know Your Customer) / KYP (Know 
Your Product) are similar use cases where the identity is verified either for user or for 
product. These flows end when “Certificate Validator” validates either the SCA or EPC 
(Electronic Product Code). 
J. Validate Certificates – The SCM “Certificate Validator” must perform the hashing 
algorithm and verify the provided ID and certificate information and chain of trust are 
valid and not revoked in order to make proof to the Supply Chain SC that the registered 
SCA has a true identity and thus can operate on the supply chain. This also applies to 
a product so that the product identity provided is certified and its certificate is available 
to be viewed. 
K. View EPC Certificate – SCAs and customers can use the Certificate Validator 
website address and call Get Product Certificates (EPC). In the case of customers, 
they use “Certificate Validator” as a proxy to access and retrieve the product certificate. 
This function is only available to “Certificate Validator” when the product is in custody 
state: “sold” 
These functionalities are implemented in the SC artifact. For details on the SC code 
see Annex 6 - Ethereum Smart Contract and for details on interworking with WalliD 
architecture see Annex 5 - Certificate import and validation. For details on Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) see Annex 7 - Public Key Infrastructure and for the establishment 
of the PKI using OpenSSL11 certificates see Annex 10 - PKI setup. 
 
11 OpenSSL is a general-purpose cryptography library licensed under an Apache-style license that is 
used to both secure communications and implement PKE and PKI: https://www.openssl.org/  
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4.3 Design aspects  
Due to BC’s unique capabilities and features several design aspects and tradeoffs 
have to be considered when designing a SCM over BC. The decision to use 
Private/consortium vs. public BC systems will depend of the selected industry use 
case, its requirement for global public access and will have impacts on the 
decentralization, the scalability and latency/latency variance of transactions. A public 
BC like Ethereum is global, fully decentralized and has higher availability due to the 
number of nodes and so is less prone to failures or malicious take over. One trade-off 
of a public BC is that its transactions are expected to have higher latency and latency 
variance and the scalability is not under control of the organizations. As an example, 
an operation over Ethereum public BC is expected to take tens of seconds, varying 
much on the load on the system which is not under control of the SCM participants. 
This latency and latency variance problem can be mitigated to a few seconds per 
transaction if a private or consortium BC is used however as trade-off it will lose some 
of the global access and availability features. In what regards scalability a private or 
consortium BC can scale its throughput without having to increase the number of 
nodes since it is possible in this case to specifically configure the consensus 
mechanism to allow for faster transaction validation. For the use case in analysis in 
this thesis and for the proposal both public or private BC networks are possible to be 
used and there is no dependency to any BC public/private flavour. Another design 
aspect to consider is how to store some or all of the SCM data: on-chain or off-chain. 
When data is stored on-chain (as a variable in a SC) it is more costly (2x more) but 
also more performant. Data can be stored off-chain and the SC interacts with it with 
the use of events but is less performant since it requires for queries to the log event 
and of course a more complex and latency prone software architecture. The proposal 
in this thesis aims to keep as little supply chain data on-chain as possible while 
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retaining the traceability functionalities thus following a light tokenization approach. 
Reducing BC storage costs is important since it could make the solution too costly and 
hinder the business adoption. Following this approach, the certificates are 
stored/retrieved off chain via a store provider and events and only the information on 
the validity of SCA and product certificates are stored in BC. The SCA addresses and 
roles and a token representing the product is stored in BC. This token has a universal 
identifier (Electronic Product Code – EPC) which provides an immediate link to the 
physical world via Bar codes/QR codes/RFID tags. This EPC will also provide the link 
to the product certificate which is stored off-chain. Additional token attributes are the 
ownership link between EPC and SCA, the custody state (e.g. “owned”, ”inTransfer” 
or ”sold”) and the current geographic location of the product. The SCA access is 
implemented via SC logic by verification of the SCA certificates. The same pattern is 
used both for SCA and product certificates. An SCA can import SCA or product 
certificate into certificate storage and afterwards retrieve the certificate to validate the 
identity (SCA or Product) with the SC Manager. If the deployment is to a 
private/consortium BC it would be possible to remove the strict enforcing of 
authentication in the SC via certificates and have other methods of access control such 
as LDAP12 (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) and Kerberos13 to prevent attacks 
on the BC consensus. It could be argued that private BCs provide better security from 
the start since only allowed users can use the BC. However, one of the main security 
risks to any BC is the protection of the private keys and the integrity of the SC code, 
which is non-dependent on network infrastructure control but on good security 
practices and hardened and well-maintained SC code. In order for an SCA to interact 
with the SCM it must create a BC account. A BC account is considered to be the public 
 
12  An application protocol for accessing and maintaining distributed directory information services. 
13 A computer-network authentication protocol that uses tickets to allow nodes to prove their identity. 
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and private keypair that are connected to the user address and the funds (both stored 
in the network). To manage the account more easily an interface/wrapper is used, and 
this is generically called a Wallet. Interworking with BC with the user wallet can be 
performed in several ways. For this proposal Metamask14 was selected since it allows 
to streamline the end-user experience by having an interaction with a responsive 
website while also allowing the use of both hardware wallets (e.g. Ledger15 with 
Metamask) and online wallets (e.g. MyEtherWallet16 with Metamask). 
4.4 Proposed architecture 
The proposed architecture uses a Ethereum BC SC to implement the decentralized 
supply chain functionalities. As already mentioned, the SCAs interact with the BC using 
their wallets via Metamask with calls to the SC code using a Javascript based interface 
(Web3 API17) – see Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 - Proposed architecture 
 
14 Metamask documentation. Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2ATNqeE  
15 Ledger is one example of a hardware Ethereum wallet: https://www.ledger.com/  
16 MyEtherWallet is one example of a software Ethereum wallet: https://www.myetherwallet.com/  
17 Web3 API is Ethereum Javascript API that allows to interact with an Ethereum node: 
https://web3js.readthedocs.io/en/v1.2.4/  
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The state of the supply chain, all its actors and products are tokenized in Ethereum via 
the SC. This proposal uses digital certificates for user and product authentication and 
so requires that recognized organizations implement a PKI (in order to generate digital 
certificates and provide the chain of trust). It is also proposed that governments and 
certification organizations are among the best candidates for establishing a PKI for 
businesses operating on global supply chains. It is possible to have the PKI 
implemented directly by consortium organizations when the use cases are restricted 
to specific businesses or industry sectors. This proposal requires that only validated 
SCAs (the ones which can provide an ID and certificate that match and verifies) can 
register products into the SC system. The SCA and products certificates are digital 
certificates that attest of the business identity (e.g. when registering with national 
government agency) or attest that the product has unique distinguishing and certified 
characteristics (such as in the case of PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) where 
the products and processes are verified and certified by a selected PDO regulator 
organization. The importing and retrieval of the SCA and product certificates is 
performed with the reuse of the KYC architecture from WalliD adapted for other 
identities such as organizations and products. Products in the supply chain are 
referenced by an industry referencing standard, the EPC – Electronic Product Code 
which is a unique identifier commonly used in supply chains as described in the case 
of livestock supply chain by Hartley et al. (2014). The supply chain can operate with 
products without certification (since it is optional to provide them) but the main value 
proposal is for certified products. The validation of certificate hashes for both SCA 
identity and products is performed off-chain by the Supply Chain Manager entity (that 
includes the role of “Certificate Validator”). This decision to have certificate validation 
off chain comes because at this time it is not feasible to perform crypto hashing on-
chain in the current Ethereum EVM. The SC Manager (“Certificate Validator”) is also 
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responsible to perform the verification of the certificate revocation. Additionally, SC 
Manager also provides a website for SCA actors and consumer to request and view 
the product certificate given a product EPC (which can be read from the physical 
product RFID or QR/Serial code tag). After SCA certificate validation the Supply chain 
management and traceability functionality is provided using the SCA BC addresses via 
transactions in a trusted and decentralized way with no further validation required. The 
SCM-SC is deployed in the EVM by the SC Manager which is the owner and ultimate 
responsible for the security and maintenance of the SC code. A more detailed 
description of the architecture workflows is available in Annex 4 - Architecture 
workflows. 
4.5 Use case application 
As already mentioned, an example about alimentary supply chain use case was 
selected in order to better understand the requirements and correct application of the 
proposed solution. The selected use case was the production and transformation of 
certified livestock produce of the “Carne Mirandesa” type due to ease of access to the 
SCAs. From an interview with a producer and retailer 3 document samples were 
collected: the certificate that links the Government ID of the animal (SNIRA18 ID) with 
the PDO ID and certificate of the brand “Mirandesa” (Geneology ID), the transformation 
identifier that is shipped with the carcass that shows the reference to the animal 
(SNIRA ID) and the sale point invoice attests to the purchase of the carcass and served 
meals with the reference to the batch (SNIRA ID/Lote). The unique identifier in the 
supply chain is the Electronic Product Code (EPC) that is linked with both the SNIRA 
ID and the Genealogy ID (EPC-SNIRA ID-Genealogy ID). The product certificate to be 
 
18 SNIRA (SISTEMA NACIONAL DE INFORMAÇÃO E REGISTO ANIMAL) is the national Portuguese 
Government livestock registry: https://www.ifap.pt/snira  
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generated will have these 3 fields in the X50919 certificate request as mandatory fields 
to be certified together with the public key hash of the producer (supplier actor in the 
SCM). In summary each product will be issued a X509 certificate by the producer. This 
particular CA chain of trust requires three SCA certificates: one for the root CA (the 
Government CA), another for the intermediate CA (the PDO association CA) and finally 
one for the SCA producer. In order to streamline the production of X509 certificates 
the request for product certificates can be automated by an application at the producer 
side that requires that the producer inputs the triad of X509 attributes that need to be 
certified (EPC, SNIRA-ID, PDO-ID) and then issues the certificate request and at the 
CA’s side a backend IT system that issues the X509 certificate after the verification 
processes have been validated. It should also be noted that as a product is processed 
in the supply chain its EPC code may change from animal EPC (type SGTIN) to 
carcass EPC (type SSCC) and carton tag EPC (type SGTIN). However even in this 
case the SCM SC will maintain reference to the original certified EPC and its owner 
SCA and maintains certificate traceability. This EPC code change is also described by 
GS1 in Hartley et al. (2014) where a livestock traceability proof of concept (PoC) was 
implemented. In that PoC the EPC codes are read from RFID tags inserted into a 
centralized SCM application to provide the required traceability metadata. In the PoC 
the EPCs suffer change due to processing the meat thus the requirement for “transform 
product” functionality in the SCM SC to keep the EPC and certificate link. For details 
on use case samples see Annex 8 - Use case data. For details on the EPC details see 
Annex 9 - EPC detail. For details on the certificate request and revocation see Annex 
10 - PKI setup. 
 
19 X.509 is a cryptographic standard defined by ITU-T standardization body that defines the format of 
public key certificates (used in https and electronic signatures): https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280  
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5 Conclusions and future work 
5.1 Summary 
In order to fully answer the research problem, the research questions were addressed 
and answered during the results chapter. Following are summarized answers: 
1) “What are the relevant attributes and functionality that have to be considered to 
implement complete traceability in Supply Chain?” Answer: the EPC and digital 
certificate data and the SC functionality implement complete traceability. 
2) “What is an applicable architecture to implement a traceability system using 
certificates?” Answer: the proposed architecture uses Ethereum SC to implement SCM 
traceability and interworks with both a PKI infrastructure and an identity and certificate 
management system (from WallId) to resolve all the defined requirements. 
3) “What are the required SCs and their functionality to implement the Supply Chain 
System?” Answer: a single SCM SC is required for traceability functions and another 
identity/certificate management SC is reused for both SCAs and products’ certificates. 
4) ”Understand and define the required functionality for business logic to import and 
retrieve ID and certificates into the SC system”. Answer: the SCM SC implemented the 
required functions and applied the events pattern of WallId SC. 
5) ”How to validate the ID data and certificates”. Answer: the proposal advances a 
solution of an offchain “certificate validator” using openSSL for the chain of trust.  
6) “How the end user can validate the certificates at the post supply chain?”. Answer: 
the “SC Manager” validates the certificates and allows the customer to view them. 
7) “How can this system apply to an alimentary supply chain (case study)?”. Answer: 
by setting up the PKI and creating the certificate chain of the “Mirandesa” livestock 
breed the system is able to provide complete traceability until the final customer.  
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5.2 Contributions 
With this thesis work it was possible to understand the BC and Ethereum technologies, 
improve knowledge on supply chain systems, on traceability requirements and of 
certificate-based authentication and verification systems. The research contribution is 
a solution that aims to answer the research problem and questions. The main benefits 
of this proposed solution are that it allows for a group of independent participants to 
implement a more decentralized supply chain system with a complete traceability 
model for certified products. Another benefit is that it allows for both SCAs and 
customers to import and view the product certificates thus providing trust among 
participants. The proposed architecture builds on using digital certificates produced by 
trusted organizations and on reusing a KYC system to both store and validate these 
certificates. If any certificate fails validation (e.g. expiration) it is added to a CRL 
(Certificate Revocation List) by the CA and the SC Manager sets the certificate flag in 
the SC to invalid. If a SCA certificate is revoked, the SCA will not be able to access the 
SC until it provides a valid certificate. If the product certificate is revoked the product 
token can still be managed in the SCM but the certificates will be shown as expired or 
invalid to SCAs and customers. During operation the SCAs have access to the 
ownership status, the operations timestamps, the chain of certificates and the transfer 
locations which can be further processed by SCAs own internal SCMs to analyze how 
to optimize the supply chain. 
5.3 Limitations 
The main drawbacks of the solution are its dependency on a PKI (for SCAs and 
products) and the dependency on a central entity (SC Manager) for certificate 
validation. Regarding the dependency on PKI the minimum requirements are its setup 
by a national or regional or any trusted authority and the SCAs have to subscribe to an 
authentication scheme for their identities and products. Regarding the SC Manager it 
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has to deploy the proposed SC into the Ethereum BC while becoming responsible to 
be the “certificate validator”. Instead of digital certificates some other solutions propose 
the import of scanned paper certificates (in a PNG or PDF format). This is the case of 
“originChain” implementation, but it is not a step forward since such verification is more 
complex to implement and may require intervention. A better way forward is sure to be 
the use of IoT devices and RFID tags with digital certificates. In this approach all 
authentication is verification is automated with higher granularity of secure processes. 
An alternative for the SCAs certification-based authorization is to replace it with a 
simpler although less decentralized and autonomous authentication system (e.g. 
LDAP). but increases complexity and reduces the security in cases of global SCMs. If 
only a sectorial industry approach is required and the global decentralization and 
autonomy is not necessary and it would be more advantageous to operate over a 
consortium BC, with the benefits of lower latencies/latency variances and centralized 
SCM control.  
5.4 Business aspects 
For this proposal the main value drivers (following the previously mentioned framework 
of Angelis et al. (2019)) in the adoption of the BC technology are: to establish trust 
between unknown parties and the increase of productivity due to the possibility of 
automated interaction of the BC trust engine with other SCs, IoT devices and Artificial 
Intelligence technologies. As described in the literature review the authors Angelis et 
al. (2019) also propose a framework to access the feasibility and impacts to business 
adoption. In what regards this proposal the main value that is sought is “decentralized 
traceability assurance”. The feasibility and viability aspect is still an open question for 
future exploration. For the type of use cases that are targeted (global, complex supply 
chains with many SCAs) BC is preferable to a centralized ledger for businesses since 
it should lower the cost and simplify adoption while providing SCM traceability. The 
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aligned technologies would be existing SCMs, IoT (e.g. RFID via MQTT - Message 
Queuing Telemetry Transport) and Big data which could use the all provided data to 
optimize lead times and inventories  
5.5 Future work 
There remain open points that are left for possible future work and development of a 
Proof of Concept (PoC). The first open point is that the SC lacks the functionality for 
all SCAs to add product certificates (currently only suppliers) in the case of 
transformation of products. Additionally, it is still undefined when to delete product 
references after the products go to the post supply chain. Some attention should be 
given also to the issue of certificate validation outside of the BC. One of the possible 
criticisms of the proposed solution is that of not achieving complete decentralization 
since due to current EVM limitations the certificate validation mechanism must be 
implemented off chain. However, this problem may be close to be solved in future via 
EVM upgrades20. Due to time restriction on the thesis delivery dates there was no time 
to fully develop the concept up to the level of a PoC. For future work, besides the open 
issues it is left the development of a PoC that would allow the deployment of a working 
SCM with this architecture. Also, for future work would be the design of an incentive 
scheme that would allow for the implementation of the “Certificate Validator” function. 
This functionality should be possible to implement by third parties in the public 
Ethereum BC. A future PoC requires the implementation of a test framework (in 
Javascript) to interact with the SC via the Web3 API and the companion browser or 
IoT software add-ons to facilitate user interaction with the SCM. In addition to validation 
a PoC would allow to measure operating and information storage costs plus the 
operational feasibility and business competitivity (in terms of required IT infrastructure).   
 
20 Se for example the: https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-152.md  
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Annexes 
Annex 1 - Supply chain stakeholders 
In order to understand the stakeholders needs in the supply chain traceability problem 
it is important to understand their identity and context in the supply chain. In Figure 3 
all the relevant stakeholders were mapped according to their use and impact on the 
supply chain. 
 
Figure 3 – Supply chain organization 
The actual supply chain users can be grouped in categories where they are involved 
in the same business use case: 
• Supplier: creates products/goods without any that will become part of the 
resulting product. 
• Transformation: creates products/goods that require physical inputs  
• Logistics: receives, transports and delivers the products 
• Distribution/retail: purchases and sells the products   
The users of the products after the retail/seller are not considered to be actors of the 
supply chain in the business aspect since they are not directly responsible in the 
normal functioning of the supply chain and are considered to belong to the Post Supply 
Chain. These are either end-user consumers or organizations related to consumer 
interests: 
• Consumers: purchases and uses the products 
• Consumer groups/Environmental groups: reviews and influences public 
opinion on product attributes and impacts 
• Governmental agencies: Verifies product safety and regulations 
There are also groups or organizations that influence the working of the supply chain 
(require that processes or documentation follow guidelines) but that do not participate 
directly. In what influences the traceability problem and the certificates it is possible to 
group the supply chain certifiers according to the type of certificate: 
• Government: certifies products/goods that are in accordance to governmental 
regulations 
• PDO: certifies products/goods in accordance to PDO regulations 
• NGO: certifies products/goods in accordance to Non-Governmental 
Organization regulations 
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Annex 2 - SCA problems 
 
Actor Weakness/Limitation Consequent problems Aspect to improve Requirements 
Supply Ability to prove globally the origin, 
authenticity and quality of the 
products and producers 
Counterfeiting 
Loss of brand equity 
Provenance Register valid SC Actor 
Register products with information 
and proof of origin  
Transformat
ion 
Difficulty to monitor the quality and 
origin of supplies.  
Limitations in monitoring the product 
to the final destination.  
Contamination 
Loss of quality 
Loss of brand equity 
  
Traceability 
CoC 
  
Register valid SC Actor 
Transform products while 
maintaining certificate traceability 
Register valid SC Actor 
Register transfer of ownership 
Logistics Lack of visibility and trust of the 
transfers of ownership (internal or 
external). 
Delays and theft 
No attribution of responsibility 
Interoperability costs 
Traceability  
CoC 
  
Register valid SC Actor 
Register transfer of ownership 
Provide visibility to certified product 
inventory, location, owner 
Distribution/ 
Retail 
Ability to verify the inventory, origin 
and authenticity of certified products  
Lack of visibility and trust of the 
transfers of ownership (internal or 
external). 
Counterfeiting 
Misrepresentation of quantities 
Customer Legal action 
Loss of brand image 
Traceability  
CoC 
  
Final 
customer 
No independent confirmation of the 
quality, origin and sustainability of 
products 
Health and monetary impacts 
Distrust in business 
Concern for environment and 
sustainability 
Provenance 
Traceability 
Chain of custody 
Provide visibility to supply chain 
trace and certificates. 
Table 1- SCA problems 
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Annex 3 - Requirements 
From the previous analysis of SCA problems and the review of published implementations that are described in traceability state of the art 
(see 2.3.5) a list of requirements was derived. For each requirement a solution is proposed using an applicable technology. Each proposed 
solution supports a traceability concept. 
ID Requirement Applicable technology – Proposed solution Problem that it solves Supported Concept 
1 SCA registration 
validation and 
access control 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and SCs – 
uses certificate to establish and maintain 
assurance of the identity. 
Access control- only allowed SC actors 
can interact with SCM. Requires 
registration/verification of the certificates 
Support Traceability 
2 SCA sign on 
operations 
Ethereum BC and SC logic– associate EBC 
addresses to validated identities. Any EBC 
has to interact by using a signed transaction. 
Impersonation - The validated participants 
are required to sign all operations and 
make proof of their identity 
Support Traceability 
3 Register products 
certificates 
SC logic and PKI – associate product 
identifiers with their certificates 
Counterfeiting - only original products 
information is introduced into the SCM 
Assure Provenance 
4 Correct transfer of 
ownership  
SC logic - provides 2-sided transfer of 
ownership. 
Theft and wrongful delivery – register of 
each transfer of ownership is registered 
Implement Chain of 
custody 
5 Verify ownership 
and product 
certificate validity 
SC logic and PKI - to verify the current 
ownership of a product and if the certificate is 
valid or has been revoked. 
Product ownership and certificate 
validation - requires a check of ownership 
and if the certificate is valid. 
Implement 
Traceability and 
assure provenance 
6 Transform products SC logic - use of SC functions to tracks the 
transformation of certified products 
Certificate and inventory management – 
requires that transformed products maintain 
the certification source.  
Support traceability, 
provenance  
7 Product certificate 
retrieval. 
Javascript, SC logic and PKI- use of SCs and 
an external URL for certificate visibility. 
Standards, health, compliance, brand 
value - requires controlled access to the 
chain of product certificates. 
Implement 
Provenance visibility 
Table 2- Proposal requirements 
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Annex 4 - Architecture workflows 
Use case A: Add a new SCA to the supply chain management system 
A SCA must firstly authenticate himself before being able to interact with the SCM. For this 
he must register with a trusted entity that makes sure he has the correct credentials and 
authorization to interact with the SCM. Following the requirement of having a decentralized 
system and in accordance to the selected use case (PDO alimentary supply chain) the 
trusted entities were considered to be the Governmental/Organizational agencies. In the 
case of a centralized SCM (e.g. over private/consortium BC) another central entity could be 
chosen, and the certificate validator could also become the certificate issuer (CA). 
 
Figure 4 – Use case A – Add a new SCA 
Use case B1: Add a new product to supply chain 
 
Figure 5 – Use case B1 – Add a new product 
Use case B2: request certificate for product 
 
Figure 6 – Use case B2 – Add a new product 
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Use case B3– Register a new product in SCM 
 
Figure 7 – Use case B3 – Register a new product 
Use case C – Get/Set product attributes 
 
Figure 8 – Use case C – Get/Set product attributes 
Use case D – Get product certificate 
 
Figure 9 – Use case D – Get product certificate 
Use case E– Transform product 
 
Figure 10 – Use case E – Transform product 
Use case F/G– Transfer ownership to/from 
 
Figure 11 – Use case F/G – Transfer ownership 
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Annex 5 - Certificate import and validation  
In order to import and validate the certificates the SCM solution interacts with the WalliD architecture for 2 use cases: import of certificates 
into the WalliD store provider and afterwards certificate retrieval from the store provider. These actions are run in sequence with 2 events: 
ImportID and following the correct import RequestKYC/RequestKYP. The same pattern is used for both the registration of SCAs and the 
registration of products.  
 
  
Figure 12 - Certify product Figure 13 - Certify SCA 
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WallId Import certificate 
 
Figure 14 – Import certificate architecture 
WallId Validate certificate 
 
Figure 15 – Validate certificate architecture 
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Annex 6 - Ethereum Smart Contract  
The most updated version and complete SC code is available at: 
https://github.com/prgazevedo/DLT_Masters/tree/master/SCM_SmartContracts. This code compiles for solidity version 0.5.11. 
Detail on SCA and Validation 
 
Figure 16 – SCA registration and validation 
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Detail on Product registration and transformation 
 
Figure 17 – Product registration and transformation 
Detail on transfer of custody and loss of Product 
 
Figure 18 – Transfer of custody 
5.5.1 Detail on Get/Set functions 
 
Figure 19 – Get/Set functionality 
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Annex 7 - Public Key Infrastructure  
The main components of a PKI are Public Key Certificates and Certificate Authorities.  
PKC - public key certificate, also known as a digital certificate or identity certificate, is an 
electronic document used to prove the ownership of a public key 
The certificate includes information on the public key of the subject, the identity of the subject 
and the digital signature of the issuer that has verified the certificate's contents. 
In a PKI there are 3 main roles and procedures for a certificate: authenticating the identity 
carried out by the  RA (Registration Authority), issuance of certificate carried out by the CA 
(certification authority) and validation of certificates carried out by the VA (validation 
authority. A distrusting 3rd party can trust the subscriber when the digital signature (PKC) is 
valid and the 3rd party trusts the issuer (CA). A certificate binds the public key with the identity 
(distinguished name) of an entity (subscriber).   
 
Figure 20 – X.509 certificate 
Registration and certification procedures: a Registration Authority (RA) receives a request 
for the digital certificate (CSR) from the subscriber that needs a certificate. The RA verifies 
the identity of the user and the information provided. After verification it triggers the CA to 
sign a certificate based on that information using the information provided by the user and 
it’s private key. The certificates and the CA’s public keys are made publicly available.  
  
 
The validation step is performed online by the Validation Authority (VA). It is possible for a 
Certification Authority (CA) to merge all 3 functionalities.  
  
Figure 22 – PKI validation procedure Figure 21 – PKI certification procedure 
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Annex 8 - Use case data 
In the next figure is presented the linkage between the livestock (bovine) government 
assigned ID and the PDO organization assigned certificate ID. These 3 documents 
presented were collected at the local supply chain exemplify the main data and attributes 
that are required to establish traceability for this use case. 
 
Figure 23 – Use case certificate 
The government assigned ID of Bovine (SNIRA ID) is attributed at birth by DGAV and stored 
in Sistema Nacional de Informação e Registo Animal (SNIRA)by IFAP (more details at 
https://www.ifap.pt/web/guest/snira-regras). At the same time of birth the genealogy  of calf 
(bull ID and Cow ID) is recorded by the PDO organization (in this case the “Mirandesa” 
association) and is also recorded in (SNIRA) by IFAP21. When the bovine is ready, it is then 
sent to a certified slaughterhouse where the registry of both SNIRA ID and certificate linkage 
is assured. At this time the carcass is assigned a EPC code and a physical tag with the ID 
of the slaughter house (PT-T 18-CE). The carcass is then shipped to the retailers or seller 
of the end product that can be either a consumer beef produce (in the case of butcher or 
supermarket) or a prepared meal at a restaurant or hotel. Each of the SCAs receive the 
PDO paper certificate together with the invoice on each carcass. 
 
21 More details in https://tradicional.dgadr.gov.pt/pt/cat/carne/carne-de-bovino/235-carne-mirandesa-dop 
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Annex 9 - EPC detail 
In order to have unique global identification at instance level granularity a EPC: Electronic 
Product Code – GS1 SGTIN (Serialized GTIN) or SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code) 
identifier is required The next figure presents the different fields in a SGTIN EPC 
 
Figure 24 – EPC structure 
In the case of SGTIN it is composed of a GTIN (Global Trade Identification Number) plus a 
serial ID for unique identification of each product. SSCC is also EPC and is similar to SGTIN 
but is it is mostly used for identifying shipping units uniquely, for example a pallet or handling 
unit. When EPC codes are transmitted into traditional centralized supply chain systems it is  
generally within the framework of Electronic Product Code Information Services (GS1 
EPCIS standard) a standard used to create and share event data collected along the 4 
dimensions: what, when, where, why for trade objects. This data standard follows the 
framework: identify (e.g. GS1 EPC), capture (e.g. using barcodes or RFID) and share (e.g. 
via SOAP/XML) and is applied regularly within logistics companies supply chain systems. 
However as mentioned by Tröger, R., & Alt, R. (2017) the volume of data that is generated 
in single company EPCIS SCM systems although still under the terabyte it is rising and 
progressively necessitating cloud and big data. The volume of data is consequence of the 
verbosity of the standard (XML) as can be viewed in the excerpt below. 
 
Figure 25 – EPCIS XML sample 
It is then clear that the EPCIS data format is not suitable for BC and this is thus a further 
reason to use a much more succinct representation in the tokenization of products as single 
EPCs in the proposed SCM SC.  
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Annex 10 - PKI setup 
In order to provide products certificates a PKI needs to be setup. It is recommended that an 
hierarchical PKI structure is setup in order to improve security (e.g. by having the root CA 
offline) and distribute responsibility. The proposed PKI for the use case shall have 3 levels 
the root CA, intermediate CA and end user. The root CA needs to be a most trusted entity, 
in this case it can be the Portuguese governmental institution IFAP (Instituto de 
Financiamento da Agricultura e Pescas) which is ruled in Portugal by the Agriculture 
Ministry. The intermediate CA needs to be a trusted certifier entity that is verified and trusted 
by the IFAP, in this case the PDO association and certificer “Mirandesa”. The end user shall 
be the certificate requester and in the sample use case is “AgroGranjo” which is the 
producer/supplier in the supply chain. In order to establish the PKI each CA must validate 
and sign certificates in a chain of trust as follows. In order to implement the PKI and generate 
the certificates openSSL application was used. The openssl program is a vast library with a 
big number of commands, each of which often with many options and arguments. Many 
commands use an external configuration file where the user specifies a configuration file.  
To establish the PKI we establishing the root CA, next the intermediate CA and finally the 
Producer certificate requests. For CA root establishment the entity responsible needs to run 
following commands. 
 
Figure 26 – root CA certificate commands 
For intermediate CA establishment we need to run following commands: 
 
Figure 27 – intermediate CA certificate commands 
The resulting intermediate.cert.pem will be used to sign the product certificate after a 
certificate signing request is sent from the end user “Agrogranjo”  
Product certificate generation 
As described in order to univocally associate the PDO certificate with the product 
identification the digital certificate should include: a EPC global identifier, the governmental 
identifier and the PDO identifier. A sample EPC global identifier for the use case can be 
created22 to a Tag URI: urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96: 2.560123.3456001.823310118 or pure URI: 
urn:epc:id:sgtin: 560123.3456001.823310118 which is a valid global product identifier that 
can be used in any supply chain or EPCIS system. For the case of the bovine PDO we must 
add the SNIRA ID: PT823310118 and the Genealogy ID: EL60A02018005. The validity of 
the digital certificate should follow the rules of the physical certificate (e.g. 15 days). In order 
 
22 EPC converter at http://convert.erfideo.com/Home/ 
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to use X509 extensions (as defined in OpenSSL X509 V3) we use a configuration file for the 
CA authority (the Mirandesa organization issuing PDO certificates on their products). The 
Producer “Agrogranjo” generates a certificate request using: open ssl genrsa -aes256 \ -
out ./private/Supplier.key.pem 4096. In order to create the Product CSR it is pratical to use 
a configuration file which includes the EPC Tag URI/SNIRA ID/Genealogy ID as follows. 
 
Figure 28 – CSR configuration file 
Note that to include the product data as a subjectAltName the otherName format is used. 
This is defined in RFC4043 that requires extra data should be prepended with a OID (as 
defined by GS1 EPCglobal Certificate Profile Specification 23. In the case of SNIRA and 
PDO IDs a private sample generated OID was provided via Windows script24. The Producer 
“Agrogranjo” can create a CSR as follows 
 
Figure 29 – Certificate Request with Product data 
 
23 Certificate profile specification available at: https://bit.ly/2QWsGMx  
24 OID generating script available at: https://bit.ly/37VxcB4  
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Now at the Intermediate CA “Mirandesa” we use following procedure to issue the certificate. 
  
Figure 30 – Product Certificate 
This valid certificate is now ready to be used in the SCM over BC, imported to WalliD 
provider and supplied to the SCM certificate validator for verification. 
Certificate revocation 
The complete revocation workflow is as follows: 
 
Figure 31 – Revoke product certificate 
The now revoked certificate is added to the CRL and can be accessed by any interested 
party (e.g. the SCM certificate validator)  
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